
 
CORPORATE REPORT  

 
 
 
 NO:  R054 COUNCIL DATE: April 8, 2013 
 
 

REGULAR COUNCIL 
 
TO: Mayor & Council DATE: April 4, 2013 
 
FROM: General Manager, Engineering FILE: 5225-17 

5225-40(CDD) 
5225-40(MBDD) 

 
SUBJECT: Responsibility for the Colebrook Dyking District and Mud Bay Dyking District 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The Engineering Department recommends that Council: 
 

1. Receive this report as information; 
 

2. Authorize staff to inform the appropriate Provincial officials that the City is not willing to 
assume responsibility for either of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Mud Bay Dyking 
District until such time as a long term and sustainable funding program has been 
established by the Province to address the costs of necessary upgrades to the dykes in 
these Districts related to sea level rise and other coastal hazards; and 
 

3. Authorize staff to forward a copy of this report and the related Council resolution to the 
Premier, the Provincial Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, the 
Surrey Members of the Legislative Assembly and the Union of BC Municipalities. 

 
INTENT 
 
The purpose of this report is to: 

• provide information about the pending dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking District and 
the recommendations included in the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource 
Operations Cost Adaptation – Sea Dikes and Alternative Strategies Report; 

• outline actions that are being taken by staff in relation to these matters; and 
• make recommendations regarding the takeover by the City of the Colebrook Dyking 

District and the Mud Bay Dyking District. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its Regular meeting on January 14, 2013 Council considered Corporate Report No. R003;2013, a 
copy of which is attached as Appendix I, and adopted its recommendations.  That report 
documented that the Province had enacted legislation that would repeal the Drainage, Ditch and 
Dike Act [RSBC 1996] Chapter 102 (the “Act”) and that as a result staff would continue to work 
with the Surrey Dyking District and the Province with a view to the City of Surrey assuming 
responsibility for the Surrey Dyking District in 2013.  The report also documented that the 
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repealing of the subject Act would result in the dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking District 
effective December 31, 2015.  Unlike the Surrey Dyking District, whose dyking system is an integral 
part of the City’s drainage conveyance system, the dyking system under the responsibility of the 
Colebrook Dyking District provides flood control related to coastal flooding.  In addition, unlike 
the Surrey Dyking District, for which the City has rights-of-way covering the dyking system, the 
City does not have control over the Colebrook Dyking District dyke rights-of-way and therefore 
the City is not in a position to ensure maintenance of the dyking system.  On this basis, Council 
also resolved that the City not assume responsibility of the Colebrook Dyking District at this time. 
 
Since Council’s consideration of Corporate Report No. R003;2013 all of the Commissioners of the 
Colebrook Dyking District have resigned, and the Province is in the process of establishing how 
the Colebrook Dyking District is to be managed.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Concurrently with the extension to the repeal of the Act until December 31, 2015, the Ministry of 
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations issued a report entitled “Cost Adaptation – Sea 
Dikes and Alternative Strategies”.  The purpose of this report was to document at a high level the 
estimated costs to address the impacts of sea level rise and other coastal hazards following details 
and recommendations of another Provincial report issued in 2011 entitled “Climate Change 
Adaption Guidelines for Sea Dikes and Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use - Draft Policy Discussion 
Paper”. 
 
In general, the work required to meet the adaptation guidelines is significant.  For the Fraser 
River and Crescent Beach area the Province is suggesting significant dyke improvements while for 
the Mud Bay area and Colebrook area the Province is suggesting a managed retreat.  In this 
approach, the ‘retreated’ properties would be decommissioned over years or decades and the land 
returned to a natural or low-value condition that would be flooded periodically.  For purposes of 
the cost estimates, the cost of the “retreat” option was assumed to be equal to the purchase price 
of the impacted land (i.e., these lands would need to be purchased over time). 
 
The extent of the proposed retreat lands is not defined and it is not clear as to why the Province 
has recommended this approach given that the report also states that the cost for this option is 
the same as the dyke improvement option, which is the recommended approach along the Fraser 
River and in the Crescent Beach area. 
 
For the region, the Province has estimated the cost of works related to sea level rise and other 
coastal hazards to be $9.5 billion.  For Surrey, these costs are estimated as follows: 
 

Area Cost 
Fraser River $986 million 
Mud Bay and Colebrook $464 million 
Crescent Beach $119 million 
TOTAL $1,569 million 

 
While the extent of the improvements and costs are significant, staff is of the opinion that the 
estimates are very conservative (i.e., high).  This statement is based on the fact that the design 
levels recommended in the Climate Change Adaption Guidelines for Sea Dikes and Coastal Flood 
Hazard Land Use - Draft Policy Discussion Paper seek to address the combined effect at a common 
point in time of climate change, ground subsidence, high tides, storm surge, wind setup and wave 
effects.  The probability of these events occurring simultaneously is estimated at a 1:10,000 year 
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return period.  By comparison the majority of dykes in the region are designed to a 1:200 year 
return period.  A longer return period translates into a more severe condition for which works 
need to be implemented, which then leads to higher costs.  As a result, staff is currently 
encouraging the Province to develop more appropriate dyke design standards that should have 
the effect of reducing the amount of work that is required and therefore the overall costs. 
 
Fraser River 
 
Approximately $1 billion of the improvements identified in the recent Provincial report are 
attributed to dykes along the Fraser River to protect Bridgeview, South Westminster, and an area 
of Port Kells. 
 
Over the past 5 years the City, with funding from the Provincial and Federal Governments, has 
made improvements to the dyking system along the Fraser River; specifically to the dykes in 
Bridgeview.  Additional dyke improvements in Bridgeview will be undertaken this summer.  
These improvements are partially funded by the Provincial and Federal Governments through the 
Emergency Management BC & Build Canada Flood Protection Program, and will meet current 
Provincial design standards; however, the improvements that are to commence this summer have 
been designed to provide a further opportunity to increase the level of the protection to achieve 
the anticipated designs levels identified in the recent Provincial Report.  
 
A large portion of the costs identified in the Provincial reports are to meet new draft Provincial 
seismic design guidelines.  Any increase to Provincial standards should be accompanied by a long-
term sustainable Provincial funding program that provides funding to meet the new standards in 
recognition of the local, regional, provincial and national importance of the dyking system to 
protect onshore infrastructure.  Further, before any investments are made to improving dykes to 
withstand a significant seismic event, a cost/benefit analysis for each dyking system should be 
completed. 
 
In the report “Cost Adaptation – Sea Dikes and Alternative Strategies”, the Province’s Geotechnical 
Engineering consultant has noted that the Province’s prescriptive seismic design process is 
extremely conservative and that other design considerations should be evaluated with a view to 
substantially reducing the costs associated with meeting the proposed seismic standards. 
 
In an effort to develop more practical seismic design standards, staff is approaching other affected 
local governments and the Fraser Basin Council with a view to consulting with the Province and 
their geotechnical engineers regarding such standards. 
 
Colebrook Dying District and Mud Bay Dyking District  
 
Given that the Provincial report estimates that improvements to the dykes within the Mud Bay 
Dyking District and Colebrook Dyking District will cost approximately $464 million to implement 
and given that the dykes in these areas also protect infrastructure that has regional, provincial 
and national importance, staff holds the view that the City should not assume the responsibility 
for either of these Dyking Districts until such time as a long-term sustainable funding program 
has been established by the Province to properly address the necessary upgrades to the dykes in 
these areas. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that Council: 
 

• Authorize staff to inform the appropriate Provincial officials that the City is not willing to 
assume responsibility for either of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Mud Bay Dyking 
District until such time as a long term and sustainable funding program has been 
established by the Province to address the costs of necessary upgrades to the dykes in 
these Districts related to sea level rise and other coastal hazards; and 
 

• Authorize staff to forward a copy of this report and the related Council resolution to the 
Premier, the Provincial Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, the 
Surrey Members of the Legislative Assembly and the Union of BC Municipalities. 

 
 
 
Vincent Lalonde, P.Eng. 
General Manager, Engineering 

VL/JA/CAB/brb 
 
Appendix I  - Corporate Report No. R003;2013  
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CORPORATE REPORT  

 
 
 
 NO:  R003 COUNCIL DATE: January 14, 2013 
 
 

REGULAR COUNCIL 
 
TO: Mayor & Council DATE: January 7, 2013 
 
FROM: General Manager, Engineering FILE: 5225-40 (SDD) 

5225-40(CDD) 
 
SUBJECT: Responsibility for Dyking Districts in the City of Surrey 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Engineering Department recommends that Council: 
 

1. Receive this report as information; 
 

2. Authorize staff to continue to work with the Surrey Dyking District and the Province with 
a view to the City of Surrey assuming responsibility for the Surrey Dyking District in 2013; 
and 
 

3. Authorize staff to inform appropriate Provincial officials and representatives of the 
Colebrook Dyking District that the City is not able to assume responsibility for the 
Colebrook Dyking District at this time. 

 
INTENT 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide information about the pending dissolution of the 
Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District and to outline actions that are being 
taken by staff in relation to these matters. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its Regular meeting on January 23, 2012 Council considered Corporate Report No. R010;2012 
(copy attached as Appendix A) and adopted its recommendations.  That report documented that 
the Province had enacted legislation that would repeal the Drainage, Ditch and Dike Act [RSBC 
1996] Chapter 102 (the “Act”) on December 31, 2010.  The report also documented that the 
repealing of this legislation would result in the dissolution of six dyking districts across the 
Province, two of which (Colebrook Dyking District and Surrey Dyking District) are within the City 
of Surrey.  None of the City of Surrey or the Colebrook Dyking District or the Surrey Dyking 
District was consulted in advance of the legislation being enacted.  Subsequently, at the request of 
local governments, the Province decided to defer the repeal of the Act by two years to 
December 31, 2012. 
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The dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District will result in the 
assets of each of these Dyking Districts and the continued operation and maintenance 
responsibilities of the Districts being transferred to the City of Surrey. 
 
The Mud Bay Dyking District, which is also located in the City of Surrey, is not affected by the 
repealing legislation as this District was incorporated as an Improvement District under different 
legislation. 
 
As was documented in Corporate Report No. R010; 2012 staff committed to: 
 

1. establishing a new City staff position of “Dyke Superintendent” which will be responsible 
for overseeing the operation and maintenance of the dykes; 

2. establishing a stakeholder committee made up of representatives of the owners of the 
properties located within the respective Dyking Districts that will provide advice and 
input to the Dyke Superintendent regarding opportunities and concerns with respect to 
the dykes; and 

3. reviewing opportunities in relation to the drainage parcel tax to ensure that there is a 
sufficient stream of funding to support the ongoing operation and maintenance of the 
dykes. 

 
During 2012 staff has: 

 
1. Worked with representatives of each of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey 

Dyking District in preparation for the transfer of their responsibilities to the City 
beginning on January 1, 2013; 

2. Requested assistance and clarification from the Province on a number of transitional 
issues; 

3. Established and filled the position of Dyke Superintendent; 
4. Advertised and are in the process of forming a Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee.  

The Committee will be made up of land owner representatives from each of five areas 
within the lowlands.  A copy of the terms of reference for the Lowlands Dyking 
Stakeholder Committee is attached as Appendix B; and 

5. Completed a detailed assessment of all dykes within each of the Colebrook Dyking District 
and the Surrey Dyking District. 

 
The Province in a letter dated December 5, 2012 advised that the above-referenced repeal of the 
Act has been deferred for another three years.  The Act is now scheduled to be repealed on 
December 31, 2015.  This decision by the Province was based on their need for more time to 
resolve a number of outstanding issues and negotiate transfer agreements related to other dyking 
districts in the Province. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Surrey Dyking District 
 
At a meeting between Surrey staff and the Commissioners of the Surrey Dyking District it was 
agreed that it would be in the best interests of the Dyking District’s ratepayers that the City 
assume the responsibilities of the Surrey Dyking District as soon as possible.  Staff and the 
Commissioners have determined that the operation of the Dyking District will be difficult to 
maintain if the current employees of the District leave during the three year period.  It will be 
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difficult to hire term employees to properly effectively fill the vacated roles.  The rights-of-way 
within which the dykes of the Serpentine and Nicomekl Rivers are located are in favour of the City 
of Surrey and the Dyking District and, as such, the City has the right to maintain these dykes.  
These rights-of-way were obtained as part of the implementation of the Serpentine/Nicomekl 
River Strategic Plan for Lowland Flood Control. 
 
Based on the above rationale, staff holds the view that it would be reasonable for the City to 
continue to work with the Surrey Dyking District and the Province toward the City assuming the 
responsibilities of the Surrey Dyking District during 2013. 
 
Colebrook Dyking District 
 
The Commissioner of the Colebrook Dyking District also holds the view that it would be in the 
best interests of the District’s ratepayers for the City to assume the responsibilities for the 
Colebrook Dyking District as soon as possible.  The Colebrook Dyking District has no staff.  The 
Commissioner coordinates all of the operation and maintenance responsibilities of the District 
through contracted services.  The Commissioner of the Colebrook Dyking District has resigned 
his position with the District effective December 31, 2012.  However, unlike the Surrey Dyking 
District, the City does not control the rights-of-way along the majority of the dykes under the 
administration of the Colebrook Dyking District. 
 
As the City does not have control over the Colebrook Dyking District dyke rights-of-way, it is not 
in a position to ensure maintenance of the dyking system.  On this basis, staff holds the view that 
the City should not assume the responsibilities of the Colebrook Dyking District at this time.  In 
the absence of the City taking over the District, the Province will assume the role of overseeing 
the Colebrook Dyking District in a similar manner to the role the Province plays in overseeing the 
Barnston Island Dyking District. 
 
Funding 
 
There is sufficient funding from the current parcel drainage tax and the financial reserves of 
Surrey Dyking District to fund the operation and maintenance of the Surrey Dyking District dykes 
in 2013.  During 2013 staff will develop a sustainable funding model for the on-going operation and 
maintenance of these dykes and will incorporate appropriate recommendations for Council’s 
consideration in the 2014 Five Year financial plan. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that Council: 
 

• Authorize staff to continue to work with the Surrey Dyking District and the Province with 
a view to the City of Surrey assuming responsibility for the Surrey Dyking District in 2013; 
and 
 

• Authorize staff to inform appropriate Provincial officials and representatives of the 
Colebrook Dyking District that the City is not able to assume responsibility for the 
Colebrook Dyking District at this time. 

 
 
 
 
Vincent Lalonde, P.Eng. 
General Manager, Engineering 

 
VL/JA/brb 
 
Appendix A  - Corporate Report No. R010;2012  
Appendix B - Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee Terms of Reference 
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CORPORATE REPORT  

 
 
 
 NO:  R010 COUNCIL DATE: January 23, 2012 
 
 

REGULAR COUNCIL 
 
TO: Mayor & Council DATE: January 19, 2012 
 
FROM: General Manager, Engineering FILE: 5225-40 (SDD) 

5225-40(CDD) 
 
SUBJECT: Management of Dyking Districts in the City of Surrey with the 

Repeal of the Drainage, Ditch and Dike Act 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Engineering Department recommends that Council: 
 

1. Receive this report as information; and 
 

2. Authorize staff to establish a Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee to provide advice 
to the Dyke Superintendent in relation to the operation and maintenance of the dykes 
that are located within the Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District. 

 
INTENT 
 
The purpose of this report is to advise Council of the pending dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking 
District and Surrey Dyking District and the actions that are being taken by staff in relation to this 
matter. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At its Regular meeting on January 19, 2009 Council considered Corporate Report No. R003;2009, a 
copy of which is attached as Appendix I, which noted that the Province had enacted legislation 
that would act to repeal the Drainage, Ditch and Dike Act [RSBC 1996] Chapter 102 (the “Act”) on 
December 31, 2010.  The report noted that the repealing of this legislation would result in the 
dissolution of six dyking districts across the Province, two of which (Colebrook Dyking District 
and Surrey Dyking District) are within the City of Surrey.  Neither the City of Surrey or the 
Colebrook Dyking District or the Surrey Dyking District was consulted before the repealing 
legislation was enacted.  Subsequently, at the request of local government, the Province extended 
the repeal of the Act by two-years to December 31, 2012. 
 
The dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District will result in the 
assets of these Dyking Districts including their operation and maintenance responsibilities being 
transferred to the City of Surrey. 
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The Mud Bay Dyking District, which is also located in the City of Surrey, is not affected by the 
repealing legislation as this District was incorporated as an Improvement District under different 
legislation. 
 
Under Corporate Report No. R003; 2009 staff committed to: 
 

1. work with Provincial officials toward a further extension to the Act beyond 
December 31, 2012; 

2. study potential operating partnerships or cooperatives with each Dyking District with 
a view to determining the most appropriate approach to provide dyking services after 
the Dyking Districts are dissolved; and 

3. establish how operation and maintenance responsibilities related to each District can 
continue in the shorter term if any District finds that it is not able to fulfill its 
obligations. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Staff has worked with the City of Coquitlam and Metro Vancouver, both of which are also 
impacted by the repealing of the Act, to obtain a further extension to the Act beyond 
December 31, 2012.   
 
In addition, at 2011 Convention of the Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM) the 
delegates endorsed Resolution No. B12 – “Dyking Districts”, which stated: 
 

WHEREAS the Province desires to transfer responsibility of operating and maintaining 
diking district assets to local government; 
 
AND WHEREAS the cost of operating and maintaining diking district asset, and the 
associated liabilities of operating and maintaining the assets are undefined: 
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that UBCM request that the Province of BC undertake a full 
cost, operating and condition assessment of diking district assets to determine the most 
appropriate and cost effective delivery of flood protection to property owners; 
 
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if local government-provided flood protection is 
deemed to be in the best interests of property owners, the Province of BC be asked to provide 
adequate funding for the operation, maintenance and rehabilitation of the diking district 
assets. 

 
The Province has yet to respond to the UBCM Resolution and has not agreed to extend the date 
on which the repealing legislation takes effect, being December 31, 2012. 
 
As an alternative, staff has discussed with Provincial staff the option of converting each of the 
Colebrook and Surrey Dyking Districts, respectively, to an Improvement District similar to the 
Mud Bay Dyking District.  The Province has advised that they would not approve the formation of 
any new Improvement Districts as they are not practical in established communities such as 
Surrey.  Upon further analysis, staff agrees with the Province’s conclusion on the practicality of 
this approach. 
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Staff has had discussions with the members of the Surrey Dyking District with a view to 
developing a potential operating partnership or cooperative as a means to provide dyking services 
after the Dyking District is dissolved.  Neither the Colebrook Dyking District nor the Surrey 
Dyking District has taken any steps to establish either District as an independent entity or to 
establish a partnership with the City for the purpose of maintaining their respective dykes.  
Engineering staff are making the necessary arrangements to assume the operation of the dykes in 
both of these Districts.  The following sections summarize the actions that are being taken. 
 
Operation and Maintenance of the Dykes 
 
As a means to ensure the proper operation and maintenance of the dykes, including dyke 
inspections during/after significant runoff events, a new position of “Dyke Superintendent” is 
being established in the 2012 budget process.  This position will be responsible for determining 
and overseeing the operation and maintenance of the dykes by the City and by the ex-Dyking 
District staff or others. 
 
Public Consultation 
 
The Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District operated with the benefiting 
property owners acting as commissioners.  Each Dyking District elected three property owners as 
commissioners, who meet regularly to establish operation and maintenance priorities within 
available funding.  Each Dyking District also hosts an annual general meeting where they present 
their yearly work program to the owners of the properties located within the Dyking District. 
 
To provide for regular consultation with representatives of the owners of the properties located 
within the respective Dyking Districts after the Districts are dissolved, staff is recommending that 
a Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee be established.  This Committee will provide advice 
and input to the new Dyke Superintendent regarding opportunities and concerns with respect to 
the dykes.  It is proposed that this Committee be comprised of three to five owners of properties 
across a variety of agricultural interests and locations from within the areas covered by the 
Dyking Districts.  Engineering staff will also host an annual Public Information Meeting at which 
information regarding the dyke and drainage work undertaken over the prior year within the 
benefiting areas would be communicated along with information regarding the work plan for the 
coming year. 
 
Funding Operation and Maintenance of the Dykes 
 
The Dyking Districts currently receive funding for their operations from two sources; these being: 
 

• a dyking tax against the benefiting properties in each District (which tax delivers 
approximately half of the respective District’s operating budget); and 

• the City, by way of an operating agreement with each District, covering the remaining half 
of each Dyking District’s operating budget. 

 
With the repeal of the Act, the Dyking Districts will lose their ability to charge a tax.  Therefore, 
to fund the operation and maintenance of the dykes, staff is reviewing opportunities to adjust the 
drainage parcel tax to address this funding requirement.  A further report complete with 
recommendations regarding this matter will be forwarded to Council later in 2012. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that Council authorize staff to establish a 
Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee to provide advice to the Dyke Superintendent in 
relation to the operation and maintenance of the dykes that are located within the Colebrook 
Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District.  A further report complete with recommendations 
regarding funding for dyke maintenance and operations will be forwarded to Council later in 2012. 
 

 
 
 
Vincent Lalonde, P.Eng. 
General Manager, Engineering 

 
VL/JA/brb 
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REGULAR COUNCIL 

TO: Mayor & Council DATE: January 19, 2009 

FROM: General Manager, Engineering FILE: 

XC: 
5225-40 (SDD) 

5225-40 (CDD) 

5225-40 (MBDD) 

SUBJECT: Dyking Districts in the City of Surrey – Repeal of the Drainage, Ditch and Dike 

Act 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

 The Engineering Department recommends that Council receive this report as information. 

 

INTENT 

 

The intent of this report is to advise Council of the pending dissolution of the Colebrook 

Dyking District and Surrey Dyking District and the actions that are being taken by staff 

in relation to this matter. 

 

BACKGROUND 
 

In 2002, the Province enacted legislation that would act to repeal the Drainage, Ditch and 

Dike Act [RSBC 1996] Chapter 102 (the “Act”) on December 31, 2010.  The repealing of 

this legislation will result in the dissolution of six dyking districts, two of which 

(Colebrook Dyking District and Surrey Dyking District) are located within the City of 

Surrey.  The City of Surrey, Colebrook Dyking District and Surrey Dyking District were 

not consulted before the Province enacted the repealing legislation. 

 

The dissolution of the Colebrook Dyking District and the Surrey Dyking District will 

result in their assets, and their operation and maintenance responsibilities, being 

transferred to the City of Surrey. 

 

The Mud Bay Dyking District is not affected by the repealing legislation as they are 

incorporated as an Improvement District, which falls under different legislation. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

The Surrey Dyking District and Colebrook Dyking District have provided a valuable 

service to the owners of lands located in the floodplains.  The continued operation of the 

Dyking Districts is in the best interests of those that they serve. 

 

As noted above, the Act was to be repealed on December 31, 2010; however, in response 

to a request from the City of Surrey for an extension, the Province extended the date of 

the repeal to December 31, 2012 (as shown in Appendix I).  The City requested this 

extension, as the City wants to work with the Dyking Districts to explore potential 

operating partnerships or cooperatives. 

 

Staff will be meeting with each District to establish how the City can assume the assets 

and the operation and maintenance responsibilities of each District once the Act is 

repealed or if the Dyking Districts are unable to fulfill their obligations.  This latter 

statement relates to an observation by the Surrey Dyking District, which has three full-

time and two part-time employees, that they may not be able to retain their staff and 

fulfill their operation and maintenance responsibilities due to the uncertainty created by 

the pending dissolution of the District. 

 

The Surrey Dyking District and Colebrook Dyking District have also inquired about 

converting to Improvement Districts, similar to the Mud Bay Dyking District.  The 

Province has indicated that they do not support the creation of new Improvement 

Districts and that they are seeking to transfer existing Improvement Districts to local 

government responsibility.  As such, staff will also be meeting with the Mud Bay Dyking 

District to discuss their future operations. 

 

Next Steps: 

 

Over the next few weeks, staff will: 

 

1. work with Provincial officials toward a further extension to the Act beyond 

December 31, 2012; 
 

2. study potential operating partnerships or cooperatives with each Dyking District 

with a view to determining the most appropriate approach to provide dyking 

services after the Dyking Districts are dissolved; and 
 

3. establish how operation and maintenance responsibilities related to each District 

can continue in the shorter term if any District finds that it is not able to fulfill its 

obligations. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Staff will provide a further report to Council complete with recommendations as 

additional information becomes available. 

 

 

 

 

 Vincent Lalonde, P.Eng. 

 General Manager 

 Engineering 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 

Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee Terms of Reference 
 
 
 
PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of the Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee (the “Committee”) is to allow for 
regular communication between the owners of dyke-protected land in the lowlands and the City 
regarding the operation and maintenance of the lowland dykes. 
 
GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 
The Committee will: 
 
(a) receive from and disseminate information to landowners about the dyking system and 

provide advice to the City about the operation and maintenance of the lowland dykes; and 
(b) promote awareness with the general public and landowners about the dyking infrastructure 

and general considerations about living in a floodplain. 
 
MEMBERSHIP 
 
The Committee will consist of 5 members appointed by the General Manager, Engineering.  The 
Committee’s membership will be representative of five separate geographic lowland areas within 
Surrey and will to the extent possible represent different agricultural interests in the lowlands. 
 
A staff representative of the Engineering Department will act as the chair and preside over 
meetings of the Committee. 
 
MEETINGS 
 
The Committee shall meet a minimum of twice a year. 
 
Committee meetings will be at the call of the chair. 
 
The meetings will be open and will be held at City Hall. 
 
The Committee is advisory in nature and, as such, there is no need to establish “quorum”. 
 
A record (notes of the outcome) of each meeting of the Committee will be compiled by City staff 
and will be posted on the City’s website as soon as practical after each meeting. 




